
ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS WITH SOCIAL SYSTEMS THEORY

SYSTEMS THEORY AND ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS. Many people are interested in . Social forces (What are the
trends? What does society value?) 6.

It received inspiration from systems theory and systems thinking, as well as the basics of theoretical work
from Roger Barker , Gregory Bateson , Humberto Maturana and others. The structure is what the organization
is, whereas process is what the organization does. Input can also be thought of as a form of feedback. Main
article: Systems engineering Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means for enabling the
realisation and deployment of successful systems. With the modern foundations for a general theory of
systems following World War I, Ervin Laszlo , in the preface for Bertalanffy's book: Perspectives on General
System Theory, points out that the translation of "general system theory" from German into English has
"wrought a certain amount of havoc": [7] It General System Theory was criticized as pseudoscience and said
to be nothing more than an admonishment to attend to things in a holistic way. The system then seeks
feedback to determine if the output was effective in restoring equilibrium. The distinction between closed and
open systems is determined by the level of sensitivity to the external environment. The emphasis with systems
theory shifts from parts to the organization of parts, recognizing interactions of the parts as not static and
constant but dynamic processes. Mechanistic thinking was particularly critiqued, especially the industrial-age
mechanistic metaphor for the mind from interpretations of Newtonian mechanics by Enlightenment
philosophers and later psychologists that laid the foundations of modern organizational theory and
management by the late 19th century. In the most general sense, system means a configuration of parts
connected and joined together by a web of relationships. For example, an organization can alter its structure by
downsizing to remain competitive. This perspective is broader and more comprehensive than the
goal-attainment approach because it is not limited to measuring effectiveness as meeting goals determined by
powerful internal coalitions that may or may not be propitious for the whole organization. Systems psychology
"includes the domain of engineering psychology , but in addition seems more concerned with societal systems
[26] and with the study of motivational, affective, cognitive and group behavior that holds the name
engineering psychology. Because dynamic environments are constantly changing, they create a lot of
uncertainty about what an organization must do in order to survive and grow. In fact, Bertalanffy's organismic
psychology paralleled the learning theory of Jean Piaget. An often stated ambition of systems biology is the
modelling and discovery of emergent properties which represents properties of a system whose theoretical
description requires the only possible useful techniques to fall under the remit of systems biology. The most
important information is negative input, according to systems theorists, because this information alerts the
organization to problems that need to be corrected. Because environments cannot be completely static or
constantly changing, organizations have varying levels of dynamic or static environments. In most cases, the
whole has properties that cannot be known from analysis of the constituent elements in isolation. Homeostasis
is a measure of how effective an organization is. Such criticisms would have lost their point had it been
recognized that von Bertalanffy's general system theory is a perspective or paradigm, and that such basic
conceptual frameworks play a key role in the development of exact scientific theory. The first shortcoming
relates to measurement, and the second is the issue of whether the means by which an organization survives
really matter. It is thought that Ludwig von Bertalanffy may have created the term systems biology in  The
systems then process the input internally, which is called throughput, and release outputs into the environment
in an attempt to restore equilibrium to the environment. If the cars are not really friendlier to the environment,
then these messages eventually will fall on skeptical ears and impugn the credibility of the organization.
Laszlo [10] explains that the new systems view of organized complexity went "one step beyond the Newtonian
view of organized simplicity" which reduced the parts from the whole, or understood the whole without
relation to the parts. Proponents describe systems biology as a biology-based inter-disciplinary study field that
focuses on complex interactions in biological systems , claiming that it uses a new perspective holism instead
of reduction. In reality, because no social systems can be completely closed or open, they are usually
identified as relatively closed or relatively open. Systems theory, however, is not without some shortcomings.
The practical implementation of this approach keeps public relations from being used as a simple publicity
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function, and places the function squarely in the strategic planning process. Static environments are relatively
stable or predictable and do not have great variation, whereas dynamic environments are in a constant state of
flux. It can be viewed as the application of engineering techniques to the engineering of systems, as well as the
application of a systems approach to engineering efforts. The shift originated from absolute and universal
authoritative principles and knowledge to relative and general conceptual and perceptual knowledge [16] and
still remains in the tradition of theorists that sought to provide means to organize human life. Measuring the
means, or process, of an organization can be very difficult when compared to measuring specific end goals of
the goal-attainment approach.


